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Does Anybody Really Know What T ime I t Is? 
Vol. 40 No.5 The University of Michigan Law School February 14, 1990 
SFF Offers Different Job Track 
By Jeff Brown 
Last year the Student Funded Fellow· 
ships (SFF) received $42,000 in pledges 
from students. Additional funding came 
from faculty and administration dona tions 
as well as matching funds from Jaw firms. 
SFF OffirerTom Howlett.a 3L, emphas ized 
the fact that law firms gave $18,000 In 
matching funds. This was the largest 
matching level ever provided by firms. This 
allowed 54 students to receive awards from 
the organization. 
Students who have received grants In 
the past learned about the Fellowship pro-
gram through different channels. Eran 
Gasko. a 2L, learned about the program 
from a cquaintances in the Environmental 
Law Project. Gaska also took notice of the 
various flyers a nd bulletins strategically 
placed around the Jaw school. Nornta Loza 
and Mike Benvenuto, also 2Ls, learned 
about the program either from SFF mem-
bers or word ·of-mouth. 
Although these students found it rela-
tively easy to Jearn about the program. 
they each expressed concerns over the 
procedural difficulties that accompanied 
the application process. Loza slated that 
the application process was "a pain In the 
butt. - She was required to submit not only 
her own tax forms, but those of her parents 
as well. In her words, ·Filing was like ap-
plying for financial aid, only worse.· 
Benvenuto and Gasko echoed these 
sentiments. although Gasko seemed less 
troubled by the application process. He 
attended the various meetings. talked to 
the right people and filled out the reqlred 
forms. He stmply did what was required of 
htm. 
The academic pursuits of the students 
reflect their fundamental interest In public 
interest work. Benvenuto expressed an 
interest in the Critical Legal Studies Pro-
gram, while Loza enjoyed her studies in 
criminal Jaw and criminal procedure. 
Gaska's interest encompassed a broad 
range of topics, Including Middle-Easren 
studies as well as a passing Interest In 
international human rights. His primary 
interest lies Ln the area of environmental 
law. 
The type of jobs each of the recipients 
obtained reflects a level of diversity that 
matches their diverse academic interests. 
Gasko worked for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council (NRDC), headquartered in 
New York City. Gas ko refered to the organi-
zation as one ofthe 'Big Ten' environmental 
groups on the nation. The NRDC is also 
widely known as the 'Shadow EPA.' ac-
cording to Gasko. He refered to the organi-
zation as a 'big environmental Jaw firm. · 
Gaska's responsibUiutes included writ-
ing briefs and memos, alongwtth conduct-
ing traditional legal research. He also 
worked closely with all three attorneys 
within his department. as well as the sen-
ior attorney. 
Norma Loza took a position with the 
U. S. Attorney's Office. a pros ecutorial 
branch of the Department of Justice. in 
Washington. D. C. Like Gasko. Loza 
performed a \vide variety of legal assig-
ments. She participated at trial and got to 
prepare witnesses. "I found the work very 
exci Ung. The work really mattered: it wasn't 
simply writing a brief for a case that I knew 
nothing about. The work that I did was 
actually used in the liUgation." 
At the other end of the spectrum, Mike 
Benvenuto found hJmselfln the office of the 
Illinois State Appellate Defender. a crimi-
nal appeals public defense organization 
located in Chicago. 
Benvenuto's assignments included 
reviewing the trial records of the client in 
order to write a brief for the court of ap-
peals. He worked closely with a licensed 
attorney during this process. According to 
Benvenuto, "the brief served as the appeal 
for the defendant's criminal conviction. 
This added to the pressure of the job. but 
not to the point where the job became 
pressure -ridden. The rule was that about 
85% of the appeals are lost. But all of the 
trial court decisions are worth appealing." 
Surprisingly. none of the studen ts 
expressed any fear that their jobs in the 
public sector would adversly Influence their 
chances of getting a job In a law firm at a 
later date. Loza really didn't consider what 
Jaw firms would think. "My work in the 
public sector certainly didn't hurt my 
chances of getUng law firm work. It was 
simply a dilleren t type of work Ln the same 
profession.· 
Gaska displayed an equal absence of 
fear In this regard. "I really didn't want to 
work for a big law firm. I knew that the 
NRDC was a well-respected public interest 
organization. Oddly enough. the firms 
that I Interviewed with all did some envi-
ronmental work. Some Interviewers ques-
tioned my motives for working with the 
NRDC one summer and then trying to get 
a job \vith a firm during my second year. • 
He went on to note that "usually the I\ 'ROC 
and the big firms are on opposite sides in 
litigation. This never worked to my disad-
vantage. Many firms recognize that public 
Interest lawyers fom well-respected organi-
zations have more experience than their 
law firm counterparts." 
Benvenuto offered a more sobering 
perspective. He felt that public interest 
lawyers often do suffer from their public 
service experience If they try to make a 
lateral move into a firm. "That's the intimi-
dating part about public Interest work. 
You probably won't do M & A work coming 
from a public interest organization. There 
are probably prejudices on the part of 
corporate firms against the public interest 
lawyer because of the prestige factor asso-
ciated with working in a flrrn. · 
This situation did not seem to trouble 
Benvenuto. however. In fact, he stated that 
"I don't regret not working for a law firm or 
getting involved in that whole sub-culture. 
I'm glad I don't have a Jaw firm job on my 
resume. We work in a profession that 
assumes that the work done in Jaw firms Is 
the most Interesting type of work. I thJnk 
we should challenge that assumption.· 
The Student Funded Fellowship Pro-
gram allows Its recipients to explore ca-
reers that they otherwise would not have 
considered or been able to explore because 
of financial constraints. Gaska noted that 
"If I hadn't gotten the SFF. there were 
virtually no environmental groups I could 
work for. The NRDC doesn't have the 
money to fund interns ... the SFF really 
allows people to explore other options 
besides the traditional law flrmjob." Loza 
and Benvenuto agreed. Mike noted. "the 
SFF does liberalize career choices.· 
Students considering public interest 
work should approach the process with a 
realistic attitude regarding money. how-
ever. Public in terest la wyers just don't 
make as much money as their corporate or 
flrm counterparts. Neveriheless. all the 
students interviewed acknowledged that 
they had enough to live on during the 
summer. 
The limited funds available did pre-
clude any sa\ings for school. But. as 
Gaska noted. ·public interest Interest law-
yers don'tget into this branch of the law for 
the money.· 
When asked whether they planned to 
pursue a lifelong career In public Interest 
work. each of the recipients responded in 
the affirmative. They differed only as to 
when their public service careers would 
begin. 
Benvenuto plans to begin his career in 
the public sector as soon as he gets out of 
Jaw school. He never seriously considered 
working for a frrm and found the Room 200 
experience "dehumaniZing." 
Gaska and Loza both plan to work in 
law firms before returning to the public 
sector. Gasko will spend thJs upcoming 
summer working for a law firm. He also 
plans to work for a firm once he gets out of 
school just to pay ofT the loans. Loza plans 
to work fora firm for at least two years after 
school because the U.S. Attorney's Office 
requires lawyers to have a t least two years 
of experience prior to employment. 
See SFF. Page FOUR 
LA /It! Students Vandalize 
Lawyer's Club 
By S teve Chalk 
The director of the Lawyers' Club re-
ported Friday that two first-year law stu-
dents, both residents of the Club, allegedly 
caused damage to items of community 
property in the Club's basement Thursday 
night. 
Diane Nafranowlcz said several Wit-
nesses spoke to her Friday morning. giving 
her a sketch of the events leading up to and 
including the incident. She said the two 
students apparently left the television 
lounge around 10 p.m .. after others had 
made a program selection that upset the 
two. and they proceeded to smash beer 
bottles, overturn garbage cans and upend 
a piano. causing unascertained damages 
while being verbally abusive. 
According to Nafranowicz. "the behav-
ior was shocking .. .I find it completely 
unacceptable.· She noted that the stu-
dents allegedly Involved will face two sepa-
rate disciplinary Investigations: the first 
investigation will involve the Lawyers' Club 
administration for possible breach of lease 
provisions: the second will Involve the Law 
School's Professional Responsibility Com-
mittee. a group monitoring studen t com -
plia nce with tenets they commit them-
selves to upon accepting admission. 
"Action has been Implemented at both 
levels.· she said. 
Olivia Harrison. Lawyers' Club Office 
Manager. said she found the alleged ac-
tions especially dis turbing since repairs 
had recently been made to tune the base-
ment plano. !':afranowicz Indicated that 
she felt dismayed by student reports that 
the incident was apparently ·exacerbated 
by alcohol. " 
"The students who stepped forward 
themselves were s hocked at the aggres-
siveness" ofthe conduct. NafranoWicz said. 
adding that several who mentioned the 
Incident to her described It as a "brawl. · 
Edilor's note: The Res Gestae has wiih· 
held the two srudents' names. pending the 
law school's inquiries into che matter. 
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Note Sour Behavior 
Dissenting Opinion 
Last Thursday, two drunken students who 
were outnumbered away from their basketball 
game in the Lawyer's Club Lounge T.V. room by 
fans of ''L.A. Law'' vented thei.r displeasure by 
vandalizing the adjoining game room. (See 
article on page one.) Not only were the ''L.A. 
Law'' viewers startled by the sudden commotion 
outside the T.V. room, but the Lawyer's Club 
administration and Law School Committee on 
Professional Responsiblllty found the actions 
e&re&lous enou&h to proceed with investigations 
that may result in the !~vying of a harsh penalty 
upon the students. 
Defending Free Speech 
WhUe sympathy extends to the two first-
year law students whose records may now be 
permanently blemished, even before the.lr 
careers were able to make much pretense of 
beginning, their behavior certainly should not 
be condoned. Everyone realizes that law 
students are subject to a significant amount of 
stress. particularly In the first year: and this 
stress. in combination with the fact that a large 
extent of student culture typically revolves 
around alcohol, creates an atmosphere in which 
the ever-present pressure can suddenly ignite, 
even over something as seemingly petty as the 
missed opportunity to view a basketball game. 
Although we should recognize that the 
unique envivonment of a student community 
may give rise to Oare·ups that may not occur 
elsewhere, the response to such recognition 
should not be accommodation but instead, a 
directly inverse determination to disallow fellow 
students from creating a less-than-enchanting 
environment--an environment which we must 
all share. The benefits ofllving in a communal 
setting such u the Lawyer's Club have the 
corollary requirement that the residents 
occasionally accept comprol41se and 
cooperation: those who cannot accept those 
standards should not be allowed to react by 
nndallzing the community. 
Hopefully neither the Lawyer's Club 
administration nor the Committee will scar 
irreparably the recorda of the two students who 
OYertUJ'11ed the plano lut Thursday; more 
Importantly,. hopefully the two atudentl will 
OYertunl their OWD coping mec:hanltma. 
By Michael David Warren, Jr. 
Delta Upsilon (a U-M fraternity) pos ted a rather sexist 
recruiting poster l.n student housing. The University 
Housing Department's code. which demands that posters 
"be in good taste: not encourage alcohol consumption. 
and not ·denigrate Individuals based on race. gender. 
sexual orientation. or religion.· appears to have been 
violated by the ad. and the poster has been banned. 
I hate to defend fraternities or blatantly sexist posters. 
but the Housing Department's actions violate the critical 
right of free speech. 
Freedom of Speech (and of the Press) is one of the 
cornerstones of the American constitutional order. It is 
among our most cherished and paramount freedoms. The 
free exchange of ideas is an essential ~mJX>nent of the 
internal workings of democracy: It claecks government 
abuse and aggrandiz.ement. allows free elections. and aids 
the discovery of the truth. Restrictions uJX>n these free-
doms preclude the good created by their exercise. Conse-
quently. courts currently Umit speech in or.:v a few nar-
rowly construed Instances. Otherwise these first amend-
ment rights are broadly protected. 
As the patron sal.nt of the law faculty. Justice Holmes. 
argued, the marketplace of ideas should not be encum-
bered by content restrictions on speech· 
When men have realized that time has come to 
upset many fighting faiths . they may come to believe 
the very foundations of their own ccnduct that the 
ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in 
ideas- that the best test of truth Is thr: power of the 
thought to get itself accepted In the competition of the 
market and the truth is the only ground UJX>n which 
their wishes safely can be earned out. That at any rate 
ls the theory of our Constitution. It is an experiment. 
as allllfe Is an experiment. 
Abrams o. UnUedStates. 250 U.S. 616 (1919) (Holmes. J .. 
dissenting). 
The student housing code Is In violent opposition to 
the principles outllned above. First. the code's sta:1dards 
are arbitrartly enforced by unaccountable director:o~ of the 
residence halls. What dJrectors believe is tn bad taste, 
therefore. will be banned. 
• 4 
Pro·Ufe groups use JX>Slers depictl.ng bloody. aborted 
E.P. fetuses to make their potnt. Animal rights groups use 
~------------------------~~ 
flyers showing scalpless monkeys. burned rabbits. and 
dissected rats to gross out everyone- that Is the JX>int. 
Jewish organizations display photographs of victims ofthe 
Holocaust so that the world will not forget. 
These 11lus tratlons show that using "bad taste" is an 
important and effective component of political speech. To 
ban things because of their effectiveness does not protect 
members of society from bad taste: it strips away everyone's 
right to affect society. 
Second. speech which "denigrate[s] IndiViduals based 
on race. gender. sexual orientation. or religion· is not 
easily identified . While a consensus has been achieved on 
some issues. there are others that still cause trouble. 
Some Jews feel denigrated by pro-PLO posters. Christian 
fundamentalists are offended by gay rights. And commu-
nists denigrate me (being a libertarian capitalist. I would 
be the first killed in the revolution). 
That posters offend or denigrate. however. does not 
justify their official condemnation. The marketplace of 
ideas often upsets almost everyone within it. To shelter 
people from offensive speech eliminates any pretense of an 
open marketplace. and replaces It with nothing of worth. 
Indeed. some of the hallmarks of America~ freedom were 
at one Ume considered offensive - abolitionism. universal 
suffrage. racial equality. 
The fraternity poster may be offensive. but that does 
not justify Its censure. The Housing Department does not 
say how to determine that something Is offensive enough 
to be banned. Thus. the Housing Department has fallen 
into an uncontrollable and unjustifiable policy of censor-
ship based on the offensiveness - the content - of the 
speech. The Constitution and American tradition recog-
nize that content restrictions on speech are untenable, 
except In those situations when a "clear and present 
danger" of imminent harm exists. 
The actions of the fraternity were !r.:;ensitive and
stupid. but social pressures. such as boycotting their 
parties. protesting to their leadership. and lambasUng 
them in public forums such as this. are the appropriate 
means to show disapproval. 
Government or quasi-government censure Is too 
powerful a tool to be used frivolously. Perha~s John 
Stuart Mill best summarizes the principle: "If aU mankind 
minus one was of one opinion. mankind would be no more 
justified In silencing that one person than he. ii he had the 
power. would be justified In stlenctng mankl:::l. • 
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Help LGLS Stop Discrimination 
To the Editor: 
Last Thursday. the United States Senate passed leg-
islation requiring the federal government to collect statis-
tics on crimes motivated by prejudice based on race. 
ethnicity, religion. or sexual orientation. The inclusion of 
sexual orientation in the Senate bill was. in part. prompted 
by dangers noted in studies like the 1987 report by the 
National Institute of Justice, which observed that "homo-
sexuals are probably the most frequent victims of hate 
violence.· Ironically. while the Senate was considering 
this legislation. the Army was here at the Jaw school, 
engaging in discriminatory practices that nurture bigotry 
which is often ultimately expressed in violence. 
TheAnny. theotherarmed forces, the CIA. and the FBI 
all have policies that explicitly prohibit both the hiring and 
the continued employment of gays and lesbians. The 
Department of Defense estimates that 1400 individuals 
are discharged from the anned forces each year because 
of these policies. The Lesbian and Gay Law Student 
Alliance strongly opposes the Anny's use of law school 
facilities because of the Anny's discriminatory practices. 
The Plae;ement Office should play no role in perpetuating 
institutional hatred, ignorance. and bigotry. We would 
like to enlist your support in banning from the law school 
organizations that discriminate against gay men and 
lesbians. 
The Army was here in spite of the Jaw school non· 
discrimination policy designed to protect the civil rights of 
the entire student body. It was here in spite of a vote by 
the Jaw school faculty last spring to ban all organizations 
that discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation. And 
It was here in spite of this ban because the University 
Insisted that the Jaw school non-discrimination policy 
could not be enforced against public agencies. By taking 
this position. the University has implicitly condoned the 
systematic discrimination against gays and lesbians prac· 
tlced by the Army and other public Institutions. The 
Unive rsity's recent actions fortify the very kind of 
wrongheaded bigotry that prompted the Senate bill on 
Thursday. They forced the law school to deny us the 
benefits. opportunities and basic personal security that 
most of you take for granted. 
We do not believe that the rights of lesbian and gay 
students s hould be valued any less than the rights of other 
students. But the message from the University is that they 
are. 
We are engaged in efforts to persuade the University 
to allow enforcement of the policy passed by the law school 
faculty. Inclusion of sexual orientation protection in the 
Placemen t Office non-discriminatory policy may not im-
mediately end the discriminatory policies of the armecl 
forces, the FBI and the ClA. But we are confident that if 
our school joins with the Jaw schools at Harvard. Iowa. 
Minnesota. Stanford. Yale. and others. together we wiil 
one day see these unjust policies change. And we know fur 
certain that doing nothing will change nothing. 
Today, in front of Room 100. members and friends of 
the Lesbian and Gay Law Student Alliance are seeking 
signatures en e<. petition that opposes the use of Law 
Schco! facilities by all organizations that discriminate on 
the basis of sexual orientation. The petition will l:le 
delivered to the University Administration as one part of 
our effort to have the law school policy reinstated. Please 








Melanie von Tersch 
Members. Gay and Lesbian Law Student Alliance 
European Americans Do Fight Racism 
To the Editor: 
In "Racism and the Law: Hand in Hand" (R.G. 2/7 I 
90). Tony Tunnell expressed a number of opinions that 
deserve response. I respond to two of them here: First, 
that prison population demographics prove racism in the 
criminal justice system; and second. that those who are 
not appropriately outspoken about the evils of racism are 
guilty themselves of contributing to the scourge. 
Tunnell asserts that African Americans make up 80% 
of the U.S. prison population. He opines that this is a re-
sult oi racism by European Americans. because "[i]t is no 
secret that potential law breakers· and "[a]ny African 
American ... will l.;e treated much more harshly than a 
Caucasian person accused of an equivalent crime.· It 
cannot be doubted that strands of racism pervade our so-
ciety. including the criminal justice system. But Tunnell's 
statements are simply outlandish at face value. This is 
particularly evident when one examines the situation in 
the state of Michigan. 
The proportion of African Americans In Michigan 
prisons grossly exceeds their representation in the general 
population. According to Tunnell's hypothesis. this can be 
accounted for by a racist criminal justice system. Let's 
look at some facts. The vast majority of African Americans 
in Michigan prisons are from Detroit. European Ameri-
cans do not run the Detroit criminal justice machine that 
is responsible for the startling over-representation of 
African Americans in our prisons. Detroit has had an 
African American Mayor and an African American Police 
Chief for over a decade. In addition, the majority of the 
criminal judges In Detroit. who are elected, are African 
Americans as are th · e majority of the jury venire . 
• 0. 
,· 
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A number of other cities contributing to the African 
American prison popula lion similarly have African Ameri-
can power structures. e.g .. Baltimore. Washington, D.C .. 
and Tunnell's own Philadelphia. Unless Tunnell is argu -
Ing that African Americans are responsible for racism 
against other African Americans. his hypothesis is not 
supportable here. Blrmingracist application of the Jaw for 
statistics like Tunnell's 80% figure focuses on a false 
problem. 
What better explains the 80% figure? A disproportion-
ate number of minorities live in urban areas. like Detroit. 
which tend to be plagued by drug use, poor educational 
systems. and relatively few economic opportunities. all of 
which create high crime rates and the consequent prison 
population. Let's focus on and fLx these problem~. rather 
than condemning the police and criminal justice system 
as · racist." . 
Another of Tunnell's arguments was more bother-
some. Tunnell implied that unless one employs a certain 
level of outspokenness regarding racism. one is "part of the 
problem· and ·no better than a racist. · Tunnell says he 
wonders "how many Caucasian students. here at Michi-
gan· do anything about racism? He implies that there are 
very few because he has ·never been approached by a 
Caucasian student who wanted to know what she could do 
about racism." 
Tunnell is of course right that every person should 
work to eliminate racism. But he goes awry in trying to tell 
me and my fellow European Americans what qualifies as 
fighting racism. I do not concede that marching in ralli:s. 
boycotting C~rs, or the like. is ~r~~~ptlvely ~~r; . sig-
, ' .. ' I ,·, •' ,.•, : l ' l • : : • ·.. • .t t. ~ •• • 
nillcant than personally resolving to live in a color-blind 
fashion. or to raise a family imbued with color-blind Ideals. 
These are the ways in which I ch00se to fight racism. I 
ve nture that 
many. many other 
European Ameri-
cans are doing U1e 
same thing. 
These actions 
may not meet the 
·anti -racist· stan-
dard of Mr. Tun-
nell or any of the 
trendily liberal 
proto-yup groups 
on the Michigan 
campus. but I 
believe with my 
heart that the way 
to win the war 
against racism is 
by winning mil-
lions ofindl\idual 
battles. As Goethe 
wisely said: ·Let 
everyone sweep in 
front of his own 
door. and the 














Foreign Law Programs 
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Pistons, Lakers Together in 3rd Final 
By Harold Hunter 
Last week I gave you my 12-man col-
lege dream-team. Thls week. I pick my top-
12 from the NBA (the first five are my 
starters): 
FIRST TEAM: SECOND TEAM: 
C Akeem Olajuwon 
F Karl Malone 
F Charles Barkley 
0 Magic J ohnson 
0 Michael J ordan 
C Patrick Ewing 
F James Worthy 
F Kevtn McHale 
0 Joe Dumars 
0 Jon Stockton 
0 lslah Thomas 
F Tom Chambers 
C David Robtnson 
F Lany Bird 
F Buck Williams 
0 Clyde Drexler 
0 Kevin Johnson 
C Moses Malone 
FDennls Rodman 
F Rodney McCray 
0 R Blackmon 
0 Alvin Robertson 
F Dan Maijerle 
0-F Chris Mulltn 
Yeah, I know I left off some great play-
ers (Scottie Pippen, Fat Lever, Brad Daugh-
erty. Mo Cheeks, Robert Parish, Xavier 
McDaniel. Mark Price, Kevin Porter, and 
the most overrated player In the league, 
Dominique Wilkins), but It's my team. So 
there. 
Some Idle musings from Sports Head-
quarters (Room L-23): When Mike 'l)rson 
fights Busler Douglas again, which will be 
soon, he'll knock him out in four rounds. IJ 
that fight wasn't fixed, then I'm on Law 
Review and proud of it. 
Barring major injuries, it'll be the 
Lakers and Pistons one more time. and this 
time the healthy Lakers will settle the score 
with the Pistons. 
My prediction for the final four: Geor-
getown, LSU, Missouri, and Ul\TLV. 
Nebraska will again take mucho heat 
next year for their weak schedule (which is 
about the same as this year, except they 
will play Baylor Instead of Utah). The 
s chedule Is undoubtedly weak. but Tom 
Osborne has received far too much na-
tional criticism because of it. Some na-
tional pundits have stated that Nebraska's 
trying to schedule a national champion-
ship, which isn't true. Some teams, incl ud-
ing Texas and Arkansas, have backed out 
of previously scheduled games and forced 
Nebraska to replace them with teams look-
ing for a quick payday (hence the games 
Northern Illinois. Utah, and UNL V recen Uy). 
Insiders in the Husker program Indicate 
that Osborne, who maintains the highest 
winning percentage in football, Is rapidly 
tiring of calls for his (or members of his 
staffs) resignation after games like Florida 
St. or last year's Miami game. It has gotten 
to the potnt now where many in the state 
(including me) considers the season a fail-
ure upon losing the first game. It's sad to 
say. but the best thing for that program 
University of Michigan Chapter 
American Civil 
Liberties Union 
is holding its annual meeting 
for the election of 1990 officers 
on 
Thursday, February 15, 1990 
at 7:30pm · 
in Room 138, Hutchins Hall 
All Students, Faculty, and Staff 
are invited to. participate. 
might be a losing season to help fans bring 
the success he's had Into perspective. 
Finally. watch out Wolverines and the 
rest of the Big Ten: The Ohio St. Buckeyes 
are quietly building a future footba ll pow-
erhouse with their second great Notre
Dame-level recruiting season in a row. 
Look for them to challenge for the national
championship In 1991-92. 
(Hunter's Top Guns I
1. KANSAS 17. NEW MEXICO STATE 
2 . GEORGETOWN 18.La SALLE 
3. MISSOURI 19.ARIZONA 
4. DUKE 20. ILLINOIS 
5. UNLV 21. LOUISVILLE 
6. MICHIGAN 22. LOYOLA MARYMOUNT 
7. LSU 23. UCLA 
8 . SYRACUSE 24.CLEMSON 
9. ARKANSAS 25.BYU 
10. OKLAHOMA 26.INDIANA 
11. GEORGIA TECH 27. ST. JOHN'S 
12.PURDUE 28.XAVIER 
13. OREGON STATE 29. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
14. CONNECTICUT 30. ALABAMA 
15. MINNESOTA 31.GEORGIA 
16.MIClfiGAN STATE 32.HOUSTON 
University Contractor Defies Time 
By James S. Johnson 
If you haven't noticed that there is a 
lime problem at the law school lately. you're 
slower than the clocks. For weeks now, the 
clocks have been running sometimes fast. 
sometimes s low. but mos Uy not at all. 
The Law School Is not the only part of 
the Unin•rslty with this problem. The 
clocks are not working In the School of 
Business Administration as well. Clocks in 
all University buildings are centrally con-
trolled via links using the campus's s team 
tunnels. 
Henrietta Slote, Dean Bollinger's 
administrative manager. reports that the 
problem s tems from some work being done 
by an outside contractor. The contractor 
apparenUycaused the problem while work-
ing in the tunnels on south campus. 
The University's maintenance staff will 
not correct the problem until after the 
contractor finishes working in the tunnels . 
The law school has been gh·en no sense of 
when that may be. Perhaps at 10:16. 
SFF Campaigns to Begin 
Continued from Page One 
Students interested In public interest 
work should ava.U themselves of a bit of 
creativity and the resources provided by 
the Student F\Jnded Fellowship Program. 
Applications for fellowships are currently 
available in the Placement deadline for 
submission Is March 21. The fund-raising 
campaign begins on Wednesday. March 14 
and runs thru Friday, March 30. SFF
plans to raise over $45000 In student 
pledges during the upcoming drive. More-
over, SFF anticipates a record number of
applications this year. 
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Classifieds 
Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to Lisa Salvia's pendaflex (3L) by noon Monday for publication the foUowi.ng 
Wednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing with the RG may place announcements of upcoming events or 
meetings free of charge. lndivlduals may place personal notes for SOt for the first 25 words, and 25~ for eac h additional10 words. 
Remittance must be s ubmitted with your ad. 
 !::::::: =======N o===ti===· ce===s ~Ill! Notices !Ill::= I =====N===o t===i c===e ===s ======..ll l.::::= I ======N===o t===i c===e ===s ::::=::::::::::11 
The UnlversityofMichigan Law School entatlons by national attorneys and scien- Phi Alpha Delta Fraternity. in con- Association will also present 'The Use and 
Arts Committee will present Ira Levin's tists. who will discuss protection of burial junction with Stanley H. Kaplan. is spon- Abuse of Jury Trials in Patent Llllgatlon." 
Deathtrap, February 22-25 (Thursday. s ites and the repartrlatlon of burial re- soling a Bar Review Raffle. Grand Prize: Guest speaker: Professor Martin Adelman 
Friday & Saturday at 8:00 p.m.: Sunday mains to tribal people. The sessions will be a free Stanley H. Kaplan Bar Review ofWayne State University. The lecture will 
matinee at 2:00p.m.), at Schorling Audito- held In Rm 250 on each night. beginning at Course. 1s t and 2nd prizes: 10% off a be held Tuesday. February 20 at 4:30 in 
rlum, School ofEducatlon Building. 6 10 E. 7 p.m. Kaplan Bar Review course. Room 116. 
University in Ann Arbor. Tickets are $5.00, Raffle dates are Tues .. Feb. 13 to Fri., 
and are available now at the Michigan The University ofMichlgan Law School Feb. 23. Tickets are available at the P.A.D.- II II 
Union Ticket Office. Arts Committee will present Ira Levin's Stanley H. Kaplan table in front of Rm 100 Pers onafs 
Deathtrap. February 22-25 (Thursday. of from P.A.D. members. Tickets are $1 
The Native American Law Students Frlday & Saturday at 8:00 p.m.: Sunday each or 6 for $5. The dra\ving will be t~eld ~==========================:::J 
Association wlll hold Its annuallndlan Law matinee at 2:00p.m.). at Schor ling Audlto- at a "Pizza Happy Hour" at Dominick's , 
Days next Wed and Thurs. Feb 21 and 22. rium. School ofEducatlon Building, 6 10 E. Wed .. Feb. 28 from 4:30-6 p.m. Tickets 
This year's topic Is American Indian relig- University In Ann Arbor. Tickets are $5.00. purchasers need not be present to win. 
EL: Fighting is for the slow of brain. I'm 
going to turn you into a NEWf at the first 
opportunity. P.S. En garde. LC 
ious freedom all law students, faculty and and are available now at the Michigan 
staff are encouraged to attend these pres- Union Ticket Office. The Intellectual Property Students RLJ: Die Czarist Dog!! Aquamarine 
MLR, JLR Name New Editors 
Special to the Res Gestae 
The Ytichigan Law Review and the 
Journal ofLaw Reform this week announced 
their editorial boards for next year. 
For the Law Review. the followi ng 
appoinlrnents were made: Editor in Chief. 
James Speta: Managing Editor, Julia 
Coatle;:y; Duok Review Editors. Sleven 
Farina and Adam Sloane: Executive Article 
Editor. Matthew Harris: Executive Note 
Editor. Kathryn Dessayer: Executive Edi-
tors. Gregory Black. Cregg Audet. 
Article Editors. Daniel Hurley . .Michael 
Iserman. Trina J ones. William Walker: Note 
Editors. Robert Brundage. Michael Colosi. 
Wendell Hall. Laura Hines. Christine Pa-
gac, Evelyn Shockley. 
For the Journal of Law Reform. the 
following appointments were made: Editor 
in Chief. Kelr Dougall: Managing Editor. 
The Law School Arts Committee 
presents 
Directed by Richard Perloff 
February 22 - 25, 1990 
Thurs.- Sat. at 8 pm, Sun. at 2 pm 
Schor ling Auditorium 
School of Education Building 
Tickets $5, available at the ~ 
Michigan Union Ticket Office  
( 
. "'~~kit"' 
7 63-TKTS) ·~\ ···::::, .. :It~ 
Sadhna Covindarajulu: Executive :-.lote 
Editor. Eric Richardson: Executive Edi-
tors. Jane Gorham. Ellen Marks, Chris 
McGuire: Articles Editors. Donald Dor-
man. John Lapham. Catherine Welsh: 
Research & Empirical Development Edi-
tor. Philip Roselli: Special Symposium 
Editor. Alan SeUTert: :'\ote Editors. Robert 
Borthwick. David Hackett.Jaea Hahn.John 
Pemick, Laralyn SasakJ. 
The Journal of International Law has 
also selected Its editorial board but the 
results were unavailable at press time. 
White Airs Views 
Continued from Page Six 
gone from sort of an ok place to clearly an 
elite school. · 
Nevertheless, teaching continues to 
domina te his personality. In addition to 
commercial transactions, he teaches a 
much-sought-after seminar called Lawyer 
as !\egotiator and a four-credit bankruptcy 
course. 
"I am not sure why every s tudent at 
Michigan feels like he needs to take com-
mercial transactions. It is good that they 
do, but not everyone wlll need it,· said 
White. "Bankruptcy, on the other hand. is 
interesting ana creative. It also gives you 
who has any good?" 
In his seminar. White helps students 
develop negotiating techniques and s tresses 
the acquisition of information and learning 
what the opponent really wants. Develop-
Ing a certain level of sophistication In ver-
bal and non-verbal communication is also 
emphasized. ·:--:egoUallon is a separate 
sklll you need to Jearn and develop your 
entire professional career.· said White. 
In his spare lime, White continues to 
enjoy flying. He says in good weather he 
files several times a month and enjoys the 
exhilaration that fly ing provides. Among 
his recent desllnations have been Minnea-
''People who complain about the 
pressure of law school should try 
pilot training. There is a 50% 
attrition rate.'' 
the chance to be a deal maker and a 
litigator. 
"Most of the recent mergers will come 
to the bankruptcy courts. The guys who 
will be unemployed In the 1990s will be the 
mergers and acquisitions attorneys. They 
will be the defendants in the many suits 
that will be flied.· said White. with an un-
characterlstic smirk on his face. "When 
RJR Nabisco's junk bonds are 1n trouble. 
polis. Milwaukee. Maine. New York (land-
Ing at Teterboro) and Washington, D.C. 
"The fun part of flying Is accomplishing 
some difficult maneuver. I like doing a job 
well and always being pushed. I think that 
there Is a UtUe competition In all pilots: 
said WhJte. 
"I like towtn. I think that I respond well 
to competition. I like flyi ng for Jots of the 
same reasons.· 
. - . . . 
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J. J. White Discusses His Career, Views
By Clinton Elliott acertainbaselevelofcoursesandthendetenninehowrlch 9," he added, stressing that the pursuit of such an 
When law students hear the name J.J. White they the follow-up courses will be." said White. insisting that approach tended to be limited by the "modest utility" of
Inevitably thlnk about the legal hornbook that bears his the entire curriculum selection process was concentrated any one particular area oflaw to an Individual student as
name. In fact. 11 Is almost safe to conclude that in some in too few hands, producing an effect that Is often more well as the rapid evolution of some legal specializations. 
minds the man and the hornbook are synonymous. detrimental than is commonly realized. Moreover, turning to a discussion of the educational 
Being associated with a hornbook Is not so bad in this "I think that very often. we as a faculty are self- mission of the Law School and the intellectual as well as
particular case. Like Prosser and Keaton in the areaoftort Indulgent about what we teach. The process of negotiation practical expectations of students. White instinctively
taw. White and Summers on the Unlfonn Commercial over courses tends to favor the. faculty member getting sought a commercial metaphor capable of sustaining the 
Code (UCC) Is a "household" name-at least in the legal what he or she wants as opposed to what the student or burden of communicating the elaborate matrix of factors 
community. The hornbook has attained an ackr.owledged another objective party might want," said White, whose underlying the relationship. Not surprisingly. Indeed, 
status as one of the most authoritative guides to under- first teaching experience at Michigan was a sales class almost Intuitively. he used the language of contracts to 
standing the very practical world of commercial transac· back In 1964. bridge the gap. 
tions. While noting the argument that holds that the best "When students decide to come to Michigan they 
Commercial Transactions. White's most popular class. teaching is derived from allowing the faculty to teach what realize that they want to buy a ceria! n I eve I of i ns1 n 1r 1 ion.·
conjures up a myriad of Images. After a decade character- they are most interested--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~said White. "We gi\'e 
!zed by blockbuster transactions with muJtl-billion dollar in. he maintained that the- lhem an opportuni,ty to 
price tags. the title seems to suggest a focal point of self-indulgence of the fac- 'We don't necessarily educate stu- get good jobs with high 
activity. ulty tends to combine with dents. We are involved in the certifica- prestige or in remote 
Yet White Is quick to de-emphasize this romanticized philosophical differences geographic locations. Yet 
notion and stress the more mundane and routine aspects about the nature of legal tion of ability. We fulfill our contract after the student pays 
of the Vee. To be sure. there is something eminently educationtoproduceasort and what we [as faculty] do is almost ir- his tuition. he doesn't 
practical about White. But there Is very little that is of gratuitous inertia in the relevant." really care what we do. 
uniform and predictable about his views on legal educa- intellectual and practical He will tolerate anything. 
lion and the development of the profession. content of the curriculum. We fulfil our bargain to 
At first impression, his rugged exterior. l950s-style "Part of the problem him by what Nancy
crew-cut and piercing blue eyes would suggest a hard- arises from conflicting ideas over what it is we teach atlaw Kreiger does In the Placement Office. 
drMng military man bound by convention and allied to a school. Some believe we are teaching people to think "The student buying an education makes his choice 
conservative world-view. Yet these superficial character- analytically while others think that we should Impart a when he accepts our offer. He is not given the power a 
Is tics should go no further than to establish his individual · specific body of knowledge." said White, who prefers the consumer normally receives In a recurring transaction. 
teaching style. In conversing with him, one sees the latter approach. · He is Inhibited by the rules. The law student as a 
hardened gaze of the drill instructor alternate with the deft "There are many courses where the professors pose a consumer is removed from the transaction,· said White. 
glances of a careful thinker. whole range of things that don't have answers and then ·we don't necessarily educate students. We are involved 
His background as a fighter-pilot instructor in the they give a final examination that asks for answers. It is in the certification of ability. We fulfil our contract and 
U.S. Air Force gives him a perspective that tends to favor then that students find that some things are wrong and what we las faculty! do is almost irrelevant.· 
teaching the acquisition of fundamental legal skills and a some things are right and that not everything Is up for Attempting to reconcile these views with Michigan's 
dJstlnct body of knowledge as opposed to the ·analytic" grabs.· explained White, apparently sympathetic with the internalional reputation for academic excellence, White 
thinking emphasized by some of his colleagues. During a views of some students who complain of a missing nexus suggested that reputation tends to linger even though 
recent interview. White criticized prevailing methods of between inconclusive classroom Instruction and exam material or intellectual conditions may have changed. He 
instruction at the Law School and indicated that students expectations. did not say or imply that Michigan was regressing. yet 
make too few demands as "educational consumers" in the ·we err too much on the side of teaching people to there was a certain clarity in his message . 
. ·rec':Jrrlng transaction" of a three-year legal education. think analytically and not enough on imparting know!- "There is enormous inertia in reputations. The only 
' "People who complain about the pressure of law edge." said White. "Reasonable people can disagree with school whose reputation has changed dramatically in the 
school should try pilot training.· said White, who has this proposition and this is the sort of debate that seems last 20 years would be Stanford," said White. "They have 
taught pilots to fly planes such as the T-33. F-84. F-1 00. to resurface every half-dozen or so years. See White, Page FIVE · 
and A· 7. "There is a 50 percent attrition rate. I was ·r have always been skeplical of our assertion that we 
responsible for training three students. I would ride in the teach students to 'think as lawyers.· There is some small 
plane \vith them and watch their eve.ry move. It is sort of 
like the feeling you would get~~~~~~~~~~~s~ub~s~e~t ~of~s~t~ud~e~n~ts~·~w=i;th~h;ighly developed analytic skills. 
lfyouweretakinga law school- vho get high grades from the 
exam and had someone look- 'Students have lots of wasted hours frrst test they take to the last. 
ing over your shoulder and th t ld k Sometimes they work and a we cou ta e away. firom them th d mumblingwhenyouputdown sometimes ey on't." said 
something inaccurate. The and, by one means or another, get White. ·So those who assert 
anxiety that law school pro- them to learn what it is we waut that we are teaching students 
duces is modest by compari- th k to think are making an asser-em to now. Students are not too u th son to pilot training." ·on at is open to question-
Born in Iowa. White at- hard to manipulate." at least in my mind.· 
. tended Amherst College in As a matter of principle. 
Massachusetts .. where he majored in Latin. Curiously White said that he favors pro-
enough, his dec1slon to specialize in commercial law was viding additional structure to legal education. both In 
not the product of ambition or design. He concedes that terms of course content. the evaluation process, and 
he wanted to teach a subject with a practical dimension. demands placed on students. He does not think that law 
Ashebecamemoreproficientanddevelopedhisexpertise, school has some overriding obligation to produce legal 
his increasing renown as an expert drove his professional practitioners who use law as a tool of social policy to 
inclinations. improve society. 
"Deciding to specialize in commercial transactions "Whether law is used as an effective means of social 
was not a pre-determined intellectual judgment". poUcy Is more a function of who we bring In as students 
"It feeds your ego when you realize that others have rather than what we do to them when they are here,· said 
~on !acted you because they know they can rely on your White. "But we probably can produce very good prosecu-
Judgment. said White. "Deciding to specialize in commer- tors. civlllitigators and common law counselors. 
clal transactions was not a pre-detennined intellectual "Students have lots of wasted hours that we could take 
judgment. I always wanted to teach tax or commerciai away from them and, by one means or another, get them 
transactions because they both have an obvious and to learn wh:lt It Is we want them to know. S tudents are not 
practical relationship to the law." he added. too hard to manipulate," said White. "In commercial 
. "The curriculum at an eUte school like Michigan is transactions I give three quizzes so that students acquire 
dnven by faculty inte~est. We will make sure that we offer more knowledge With a deeper understanding. They can 
spend more time at Frazier's Pub or they can learn Article 
• • ... - - "" , .. .,. _ ... ~~ t \ .. -~ .... -- .. • • • .. ... • • -- ..... - . ... 
Professor James J. White is the 
Robert A. Sullivan Professor of Law. 
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THE GOLD CARD® A SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITY 
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS EXCLUSIVELY. 
' f.l~t· .lch-.lllt.l)!l' of dm ' J'l'CI.d l'f'J'Dr-
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thi' d1 , ting1mhn l nl t·mber,hip. mdud-
in ).!: Worldwidt· t h.:rk-c:lshin): pri\'i-
kgt'S Emergency C:Jrd n·plan·mcm 
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cnmpluucntary 2+-hour. toll-fr.:c tra\'cl 
't' f\'Kt' . As well as lll'urann· p rott·ction 
for your (;old ( 'ani purrh.l'l''· 
l'ht· ( ;uld ( :.ml A\'llbhk to \'(Il l now 
on thl, cxdus1w hJ~i' from A mt•n cJn 
Exprt·ss. Call today to apply. 
The Gold Card~ 
1-800-648-4420 
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What Would Socrates Say? 
By Robert L. Jones 
In my continuing quest to chronicle life a£ tWs Jaw 
school. It occasionally occurs to me that allis not perfect 
witWn the confines of Hutchins Hall. There are problems 
at this. the third-ranked law school In the nation. and I 
have sat by too long. With that in mind. today's topic Is the 
failure of the Socratic method. 
There Isn't a law student In the country who isn't 
famJJiarwith the vaunted Socratic method ofteaching. It's 
that great method by which typically unprepared Jaw 
students are embarrassed. coerced and inllmidated lnto 
learning. It's a method wWch we all e.;<perience and which 
we all dislike. Unfortunately. It's a method employed too 
rarely In law school. 
Yes, that's right. I believe that the Socratic method is 
a failure not because It doesn't work but because it's used 
Inconsistently and not often enough. 
During the first year, every professor makes a point of 
plckJng several s tudents a day to embarrass themselves 
over the day's case work. They make a point of calling on 
every student In the class not just once but many times 
throughout the semes ter. Class discussion is the golden 
rule. not the exception. This constant pressure easily 
makes the first year the worst of the three, but it also 
makes It the year you learn the most about the law. And 
It has another effect: It gets you to study. 
I tWnk my first year was my best for keeping up in 
classes and belng able to follow classroom discussion. The 
fear that I would be chosen for the day's sport really 
encouraged me to keep up with the reading. Plus. the class 
discussion was really a high point of those classes. I knew 
everyone tn my section and they knew me. That isn't true 
anymore. 
The first years may be thrilled to hear this, but 
upperclass courses don't come dose to matching the 
standard of class participation set by first year courses. I 
have taken upper level courses where there was little or 
even no class discussion the entire semester. I'm ashamed 
to say It, but I've taken courses in which I never spoke in 
Law in the Raw 
Don't They Know That Every Time A Bell Rings. An 
Angel Gets Its Wings? 
All that RJchard and Pamela Camall want is a good 
night's sleep. But the Hatfield, ~assachusetts couple has 
had to go to court to get one. The Carnal!, who moved to 
Hatfield last year from neighboring Northhampton. live 
50 feet away from a church that houses the town clock 
and beJI-a bell that rings every hour on lhe hour. 24 
hours a day. Needless to say. the ringing is taking a heavy 
toll on them. 
The couple is claiming that the nightly chtmlng, 
although a familiar ring, has caused them to Jose sleep, 
not to mention ·stress. anxiety, initabillty and a low 
frustration level.· They have asked the court for a 
preliminary Injunction to silence the bell at night. 
But the town says it's a tradition and has asked the 
court to deny the request. "As best as anyone has been 
able to determine, they've been ringing on the hour since 
1898." says town counsel William J. O'Neti. 
Besides. the town maintains, s ilenctng the bell before 
the case goes to trial would deny the couple the opporlu· 
nlty to adjust to the noises In their environment. "The 
town physician says to give them six months or so and 
they'JJ get used to fl.· says the Carnall attorney. W. 
Michael Ryan. 
What say you, aspiring lawyer? They came to the 
nuisance and are out of luck? Wrong! There have been 
a few notable exceptions when the bell bas been silent. 
like last August. when the Camalls purchased their 
home! The bell (which prior to being electrified in 1968 
required windtng) had been shut doWn for repairs to Its 
front of the class. Not a single word. I don't think I'm alone 
tn this either. 
The problem lies in the fact that many professors seem 
to hate the method as much as some students. These 
professors tend to be in two categories; those who practice 
a limited version of the method and those who don't 
practice it at all. 
The frrst type of professor usually likes some class 
discussion but participation is almost entirely by an elite 
corps of students who voice their opinions on every 
subject. every day. These are the students who. when the 
professor asks a question of the class. think the prof Is 
talking directly to them. Many others sit by but rarely 
participate. This problem is compounded by the fact that 
when the professor does call on s tudents. he or she tends 
to call on the ones who talk all the time. 
The second type is the professor who either discour· 
ages class participation or who only calls on volunteers. 
This effectively eliminates all but those few deranged 
study-animals who Jove to hear their own voice. The only 
Incentive to study in these classes Is to avoid falling behind 
before finals. I don't think I need to argue about what a sad 
Incentive that Is. I mean. we're students. It's our job to fall 
behind and catch up at the last minute. 
What would I suggest? Merely some consistency. 
Throughout the first year we are trained to think on our 
feet and to studiously prepare for each class meeting. We 
speak publicly often and under intense scrutiny. In other 
words, we're trained to behave like attorneys. By the 
second year. that's all gone. 
If the upperclass professors would be required to 
perform the Socratic melhod with the same standard as 
the first year profs. the problem would be solved. Students 
would come to class better prepared and every Jaw student 
would be encouraged to refine the skJlls of public speakJng 
and quick thought. 
I realize that what I'm arguing is something of a cop-
out. I mean. If I want to practice my Socratic skJIJs. I need 
only to raise my little hand In class. I agree. 
Unfortunately. too many law students lack the moll-
timing mechanism. 
The Cam ails claim they didn't know when they bought 
the house that "the town clock was in the church or that 
the clock was programmed to ring the hour 24 hours a 
day.· Needless to say. when the beJI started rtnglng again 
last December. they were a bit surprised. 
In order to render a decision on the Injunction request, 
the judge has decided to hear for himself just how loud the 
ringing is. A decision Is due anytime. 
The Camalls attorney. Mr. Ryan. a native of Hatfield. 
Is surprised by some of the townspeople's reaction to the 
request to silence the bell. "In my personal opinion: if the 
town turned the bell off at night. without telling anyone. 
they probably wouldn't notice for a couple of years.· 
The Wall Street Joumal 
The Three R 's : Reading. 'Riting, and Rock & Rolli 
When Hollywood millionaire Marvin Moss died tn 
1986, he left $2.75 million to Chicago's Roosevelt Unlver· 
slty. He stipulated In his will that the money be used 
exclusively for social and recreation activities because ·as 
a city-type school, I never felt students socialized as much 
as they might have.· 
Roosevelt s tudents have definite Ideas for how the 
school should spend Moss' legacy: 
"They should use It to hold cheap concerts with good 
groups. Nothing big- a reunion of Led Zepplin or some· 
thlng like that. · 
"They should have parties at nice hotels and get a OJ 
who knows how to play really good music.· 
·we need better food. · 
vatlon to fully exercise their options. Grades are no Ionge 
sufficient motivation, especially once that all lmportan 
job offer is ln. Sometimes. It takes a little pressure to ge 
students to study the way they should and Jaw s tudent 
are no e..xception. If the Socratic method was used just 
llttle more zealously. we'd all be the better for it. 
Note: By this article. I am In no way authorizing an 
of my professors to call on me during class. It's too late fa 
me. 1 only want to enrich the lives of those who foJiow afte1 
Really. I mean H. 
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By Colin Zick 
Roosevelt President Theodore Cross. a real wet 
blanket, has other plans. The largest gift tn the school's 
history will be spent on building a new gymnasium and 
a Illness center. renovating student lounges and start-
tog a student activities fund. 
The New Times, March 29, 1989 
The Case for Music 
Lawyers in Chicago gather together routinely to per-
form. That's not unusual. The difference with some 40 
lawyers In Chicago is that they play instruments. as 
members of the Chicago Bar Association's Symphony 
Orchestra. 
"It's great fun. • according to David Katz, music 
director, conductor and the only paid member of the 
orchestra. "Lawyers are all performers. but they always 
wail until the performance comes. and then they outdo 
themselves. · 
Ben Coldgar, percussionist and a senior associate 
at Keck. Mahin & Cate, concurs. \Ve have a particularly 
'lawyeristlc' way of doing things. It's like getting ready 
for lrial-very last minute. very iffy until the end, and 
then it all comes together.· 
The orchestra includes a full complement of slrings. 
woodwinds and brass (there is one token among them: 
a doctor who plays the bassoon.) They rehearse every 
week in the courtroom of Julia No•vicki. an associate 
judge in the Cook County Circuit Court. and one of the 
three cellists. 
ABA Journal. April 1989 
